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initiations can compete with the ruthlessness and brutality
of a vigorous American training. Accordingly, the sum-total
of America's achievement in sport is quite wonderful. The
Indian comes out in all that an American desires. In the
extraordinary concentration on a certain goal, in the tenacity
of purpose, in the unflinching endurance of the greatest hard-
ships, all the legendary virtues of the Indian find full expression.
The hero-motive is concerned not only with the general
attitude to life, but also with vital problems of religion.
Whenever a man takes up an absolute attitude, there his
religion appears. I have found in my American patients that
their hero-figure also represents a characteristic aspect of
Indian religion. The most important figure of Indian religion
is the Shaman, the doctor and exorcizer of spirits. The first
American discovery in this terrain—which has also become
important for Europe—was spiritualism, the second was
Christian Science and other similar forms of mental healing.
Christian Science is an exorcizing ritual. The demons of sick-
ness are denied existence; to the refractory body suitable
incantations are sung, and the Christian religion, which
corresponds to a high level of culture, is employed as a healingr
magic. The poverty of the spiritual content is appalling; but
Christian Science is a living force. It possesses a power that
links it to the soil, by which it effects those miracles that
are sought for in vain in the traditional church.
Thus the American presents a rare picture—a European
with negro manners and an Indian soul! He shares the
fate of all usurpers of foreign soil. Certain Australian primi-
tives assert that one cannot conquer foreign land, for in
foreign soil live strange ancestor spirits, and therefore the.
strange spirits will inhabit the new-born. There is a great
psychological truth in this. The strange land assimilates the
conqueror. Unlike the Latin conquerors in Central and South
America, North Americans have maintained the European
level with the strictest possible puritanism, yet they could
not prevent the souls of their Indian enemies becoming theirs.

